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BACKGROUND

IN PRACTICE

Complex (computational and data) intensive
applications have strict requirements regarding
the infrastructure:

The workflow for analysing brain regions using MRI and DTI is:

• BUT ALSO easy to use, do not require drastic
changes to the application.
COMMIT-P20 is developing methods & tools which
when combined create a smart infrastructure:
• adapt automatically to the volume of the data
being processed

Long running application 48 hours on commodity hardware)
Can be executed in one or more phases
Data privacy must be guaranteed
Repeated for each patient part of the study (~200 patients)

It will take more than a YEAR
to complete the study

SOLUTION

Figure: Workflow used by AMC for tracking brain fibers between
regions; superimposed is the data state transition model for the
workflow used in Pumpkin.

	
  

• exploit the elasticity of the Cloud to provide reliable
• No up front investment in a new infrastructure
and secure on-demand computing resources
• Instantaneous on-demand resource provisioning
distributed over multiple Cloud providers.
• Automatically adapt to the applications load
• scaling up and down
• Optimize the usage of available resources
• Resilient to network and resource failure
• No Vendor Locking
• Security
• fully programmable and controllable infrastructure
• Secure communication Channels (VPN)
• Secure Computing resources.
• Aware of application dynamics
• Automatically adapt to application data traffic/load

SMART
INFRASTRUCTURE

• Leverage on existing standards and state of art
technologies from Clusters to Clouds
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Complete the Analysis of Brain
Regions study on 200 subjects in a
couple of DAYS
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Figure Shows …..

Figure: Architectural overview of the system

Figure: Live processing and networking statistics from individual processing functions in the virtual network.

Figure Shows …..

Figure: Active virtual machines multiple cloud locations in Europe. The network is
controlled and adapted to the current data flow..

Figure: from left to right: (1) Data state transition diagram capable by the network. The state graph depicts two distinct applications on the network. (2)The workflow
as a function network which performs the data transitions; two separate workflows can be seen. (3): The actual cloud network i.e. connections between VMs where
communicating functions are hosted.
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